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Considering some preditive mehanisms, we show that ultrafast average-onsensus an be
ahieved in networks of interonneted agents. More speially, by prediting the dynamis of
the network several steps ahead and using this information in the design of the onsensus protool
of eah agent, drasti improvements an be ahieved in terms of the speed of onsensus onvergene,
without hanging the topology of the network. Moreover, using these preditive mehanisms, the
range of sampling periods leading to onsensus onvergene is greatly expanded ompared with the
routine onsensus protool. This study provides a mathematial basis for the idea that some predi-
tive mehanisms exist in widely-spread biologial swarms, oks, and networks. From the industrial
engineering point of view, inlusion of an eient preditive mehanism allows for a signiant
inrease in the speed of onsensus onvergene and also a redution of the ommuniation energy
required to ahieve a predened onsensus performane.
PACS numbers: 05.65.+b, 87.17.Jj, 89.75.-k
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last deade, sientists have been looking for
some ommon, possibly universal, features of the olle-
tive behaviors of animals [1℄, bateria [2℄, ells [3℄, mole-
ular motors [4℄, as well as driven granular objets [5℄.
The olletive motion of a group of autonomous agents
(or partiles) is urrently a subjet of intensive researh
that has potential appliations in biology, physis and
engineering. One of the most remarkable harateristis
of omplex dynamial systems suh as oks of birds,
shools of sh, or swarms of lousts, is the emergene
of a state of olletive orders in whih the agents move
in the same diretion, i.e. an ordered state [5, 6, 7℄.
This ordered state seeking problem an be further gen-
eralized to a onsensus problem [8, 9℄, where a group
of self-propelled agents agree upon ertain quantities of
interest suh as attitude, position, temperature, volt-
age, et. Furthermore, solving onsensus problems us-
ing distributed omputational methods has diret impli-
ations on sensor network data fusion, load balaning,
swarms/oks, unmanned air vehiles (UAVs), attitude
alignment of satellite lusters, ongestion ontrol of om-
muniation networks, multi-agent formation ontrol, and
so on [10, 11, 12℄.
Among the most important early works on onsensus
problems, Fiedler [13℄ showed that the seond smallest
eigenvalue λ2, namely the algebrai onnetivity, of the
Laplaian matrix L assoiated with the graph dening
the network topology is diretly related to the onsensus
speed of the network. It was also shown that a network
with high algebrai onnetivity is robust to both node-
failures and edge-failures. In [8℄, Olfati-Saber and Mur-
ray analyzed onsensus problems in networks of agents
with ontinuous-time dynamis (basially integrators),
swithing topology and time-delays, and proved that de-
reasing the largest eigenvalue λN of the Laplaian ma-
trix L improves the onsensus robustness of the net-
work to time-delays. Consequently, the ondition number
λN/λ2 provides a measure of the onsensus performane
of the onsidered network in the sense that the smaller
its value, the better the onsensus performane (onsen-
sus speed and robustness to time-delays). Moreover, in
[8℄, the authors also provided a feasible range of sampling
rates leading to onsensus in the ase of disrete-time dy-
nami networks. In this way, the theoretial foundations
of general onsensus problems were established. To im-
prove the speed of onvergene towards onsensus, they
further proposed a method based on the addition of a
few long links to a regular lattie, thus transforming it
into a small-world network [15, 16℄. In [17℄, Xiao and
Boyd transformed the fastest distributed linear averag-
ing problem into a onvex optimization problem by on-
sidering a partiular per-step onvergene optimization
index. Additionally, they proved that, when the network
topology is symmetri, the problem of nding the fastest
onverging linear iteration an be ast as a semidenite
programming problem, and thus an be eiently and
globally solved. In [18℄, onsensus problems in a hetero-
geneous inuene network were investigated by Yang at
al. and it was shown that, by dereasing the saling expo-
nent in the assoiated power-law distribution, the ability
of the network to reah diretion onsensus among its
agents is signiantly enhaned due to the leading roles
played by a few hub agents.
In summary, most of the previous works ahieved per-
formane improvements, suh as inreasing the onsensus
speed, improving the robustness to nodes and edges fail-
ures, or improving the ability to deal with time-delays,
solely based on the urrently available information ows
on the network. In these works, the omputing abili-
ties of an agent of the network is fairly limited: the
agent an only observe the urrent behavior (state) of
its neighbors and update its state aording to this ob-
2FIG. 1: (Color online) Illustration of the preditive nature of
oks, swarms and networks.
servation. However, in natural bio-groups, individuals
generally possess some higher level of preditive omput-
ing apabilities that they use for updating their state.
Experiments revealing the use of predition mehanisms
by individuals of a network have been desribed in the lit-
erature previously. In partiular, as early as 1959, Woods
[19℄ designed some bee swarms experiments and provided
evidenes for the existene of ertain preditive meha-
nism in bee swarms formation. In 1995, Montague et
al. proposed simple hebbian learning rules to explain
the preditive mehanisms used by bees when foraging in
unertain environments [20℄. Apart from the investiga-
tion of the preditive mehanisms used during swarming
and foraging, several researhers foused on the predi-
tive funtions of the optial and aoustial apparatuses
of individuals inside bio-groups, espeially the retina and
ortex [21, 22, 23℄. Based on intensive experiments on
the bio-eyesight systems, it was found that, when an in-
dividual observer prepared to eye-follow a displaement
of the visual stimulus, the visual form of adaptation was
transferred from the urrent xation to the future gaze
position. These reported investigations support the on-
jeture of the existene of some preditive mehanisms
inside many bio-groups.
In this paper, we show that, by introduing a pre-
ditive mehanism, it is possible to either signiantly
enhane the onsensus speed obtainable under the on-
straint of a xed amount of ommuniation energy or to
derease the ommuniation energy required to ensure a
presribed onsensus speed. This observation allows us
to infer that predition mehanisms may exist universally
in many natural bio-groups. A general physial piture
illustrating this paradigm is given in Fig. 1, whih is in-
terpreted as follows: in widely-spread natural bio-groups
omposed of animals, bateria, ells, et., the next-step
behavioral deision of eah individual/partile/agent is
not only based on the urrent available state informa-
tion (position, veloity, et.) of the other (neighboring)
agents inside the group, but is also based on their pre-
dited future states. More preisely, bearing in mind a
few past states of its leader and neighbors, an agent an
estimate their future states several steps ahead and then
make a deision on its own ation. Estimation of these
future states by eah agent an eliminate the require-
ment of intensive ommuniation among the agents so
that the overall ommuniation energy of the group an
be redued eetively.
From an industrial appliation point of view, the phe-
nomena and mehanisms reported in this paper may be
appliable in some relevant prevailing engineering areas
suh as autonomous robot formations, sensor networks
and UAVs [10, 11, 12℄. Eah agent in suh a group typ-
ially has limited power to send messages, and thus a
larger sampling period is generally desirable to save om-
muniation energy. Sine using a preditive mehanism
an sharply expand the range of feasible sampling peri-
ods, it should be useful for industrial appliations where
overall ommuniation energy is limited.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Se-
tion II, the two main problems addressed in this paper are
formulated. In Setion III, the all-to-all link model pre-
ditive ontrol (MPC) average-onsensus protool is pre-
sented together with its onvergene analysis and some
statistial simulation results. In Setion IV, the MPC
onsensus protool is generalized to partial link networks.
Additionally, onditions that guarantee asymptoti on-
vergene of the proposed protool are provided, and sim-
ulation results showing its main harateristis and ad-
vantages are presented. Finally, onlusions are drawn in
Setion V.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In order to disuss and illustrate the role of predi-
tion mehanisms in networks of interonneted agents,
we onsider one of the simplest type of networks, i.e.
networks of linearly interonneted integrators. The in-
teronnetion struture of suh networks an typially be
represented by a direted graph (alled digraph for short).
In this representation of the network, the N nodes of the
digraph represent the N agents of the network and a
weighted edge aij from node i to node j indiates the ex-
istene of a ommuniation link from agent i to agent j
in the network. The digraph is denoted by G = (V , E , A),
where V = {v1, . . . , vN} is the set of nodes, E ⊂ V × V
is the set of edges, and A is the assoiated weighted ad-
jaeny matrix, i.e. A = {aij}i,j=1,...,N ∈ RN×N , with
nonnegative elements aij whih are zero when there is no
ommuniation link from i to j. Furthermore, we assume
that there is no self-yle, i.e. aii = 0, ∀i = 1, . . . , N .
Let xi(t) ∈ R denote the state of node i, whih might
represent physial quantities suh as attitude, position,
temperature, voltage, et. To obtain a full representation
of the dynami network under onsideration, we refer to
it as Gx = (G, x) where x ∈ RN denotes the network
state and G its topology (or information ow). Generally,
we say that the nodes of a network have reahed onsen-
sus if and only if xi = xj for all i, j ∈ V . Whenever the
nodes of a network are all in agreement, their ommon
3value is alled the group deision value. If the group de-
ision value is x(0) , 1/N(
∑N
i=1 xi(0)), the network is
said to have reahed the average-onsensus. In the rest
of the paper, for brevity, we denote average-onsensus by
onsensus.
Agents with ontinuous-time models are typially de-
sribed by the integrator dynamis
x˙i(t) = ui(t), (1)
while agents with disrete-time models are desribed by
the dierene dynamis
xi(k + 1) = xi(k) + ǫui(k), (2)
where ǫ denotes the sampling period or step-size.
Average-onsensus is typially asymptotially reahed us-
ing the routine onsensus protool
ui(t) = −
N∑
j=1
aij∆xi,j(t), i, j = 1, . . . , N, (3)
where ∆xi,j(t) , xi(t) − xj(t) denotes the state dif-
ferene between the ith and the jth agents of the net-
work. It has been proven in [8℄ that, in a network Gx
with xed topology and ontinuous-time dynamis de-
termined by (1), the routine protool (3) globally and
asymptotially solves the onsensus problem if and only
if G is strongly onneted and balaned. The assump-
tion of a strongly onneted network amounts to impos-
ing that any two distint nodes an be onneted via
a path that follows the diretion of the edges of the di-
graph. The balaned network assumption orresponds to∑
j aij =
∑
j aji, i = 1, . . . , N whih is obviously more
general than the symmetri network ondition, in whih
aij = aji, i, j = 1, . . . , N .
Considering the routine protool (3), the dynamis of
a network of ontinuous-time integrator agents is dened
by:
x˙(t) = −Lx(t), (4)
where L = {lij}i,j=1,...,N ∈ RN×N is alled the graph
Laplaian matrix indued by the topology G and is de-
ned as lii =
∑N
l 6=i ail, ∀i = 1, . . . , N and lij = −aij ,
∀i 6= j, where aij denotes the (i, j) element of the ad-
jaeny matrix assoiated with G. By onstrution, the
Laplaian matrix has zero row sum, i.e. L1 = 0 with
1 , [1, . . . , 1]TN×1.
For agents with disrete-time dynamis (2), applying
the disrete-time version of the routine onsensus proto-
ol (3) yields the following disrete-time network dynam-
is:
x(k + 1) = Pǫx(k) (5)
with Pǫ = IN − ǫL (see [8℄). Let dmax = maxi (lii) de-
note the maximum node out-degree of the digraph G. As
shown in [8℄ and [14℄, if the network is strongly onneted
and balaned, and the sampling period ǫ ∈ (0, 1/dmax),
the routine onsensus protool (3) ensures global asymp-
toti onvergene to onsensus.
Some previous works were devoted to aelerating the
speed of onvergene towards onsensus (see for example
[8, 14, 15, 17℄) sine high-speed onsensus is obviously
always desirable in engineering pratie. On the other
hand, extension of the onsensus feasible range of the
sampling period ǫ is also important as it typially allows
for a redution in the required ommuniation energy and
may provide an explanation for the fundamental meha-
nisms used by bio-groups to exhibit olletive behaviors.
Aordingly, two naturally-motivated problems are ad-
dressed in this paper:
• the inrease of the average-onsensus speed;
• the extension of the feasible range of the sampling
period.
The approah to be taken is based on the introdution
of some preditive mehanism.
For simpliity, we assume that all the networks onsid-
ered in the rest of the paper are strongly onneted.
III. MODEL PREDICTIVE CONSENSUS
PROTOCOL FOR ALL-TO-ALL LINK
NETWORKS
In this setion, we rst introdue an MPC algorithm
to solve the average-onsensus problem for all-to-all link
networks (or omplete graphs in whih eah pair of ver-
ties is onneted by an edge). We then provide some
theorems that support this algorithm. Afterwards, we
give some simulation results to illustrate the feasibility
and superiority of this MPC onsensus algorithm.
A. Algorithm
In order to improve the onsensus performanes, we
replae the routine ontrol protool given in (3) by the
following MPC onsensus protool:
ui(k) =
N∑
j=1
aij∆xi,j(k) + vi(k), (6)
where vi(k) is an additional term representing the MPC
ation, and the state dierene ∆xi,j(k) , xi(k)−xj(k).
With this MPC protool, the network dynamis are given
by
x(k + 1) = Pǫx(k) + v(k) (7)
with v(k) = [v1(k), . . . , vN (k)]
T
representing the MPC
deision values for the N nodes of G. The MPC ele-
ment v(k) will be alulated by solving the optimization
4problem assoiated with a spei moving-horizon opti-
mization index funtion (see (12), for example).
Using the onsensus protool (6), the future network
state an be predited based on the urrent state value
x(k) as follows:
x(k + 2) = P 2ǫ x(k) + Pǫv(k) + v(k + 1),
.
.
.
x(k +Hu) = P
Hu
ǫ x(k) +
∑Hu−1
j=0 (P
Hu−j−1
ǫ v(k + j)),
x(k +Hu + 1) = P
Hu+1
ǫ x(k) +
∑Hu−2
j=0 (P
Hu−j
ǫ v(k + j))
+(Pǫ + I)v(k +Hu − 1),
.
.
.
x(k +Hp) = P
Hp
ǫ x(k) +
∑Hu−2
j=0 (P
Hp−j−1
ǫ v(k + j))
+
∑Hp−Hu
j=0 P
j
ǫ v(k +Hu − 1).
Here, the integers Hp and Hu represent the predition
and ontrol horizons, respetively. More speially, Hp
denes the number of future steps whih have to be pre-
dited, while Hu is the length of the future predited
ontrol sequene. By denition, the following relation
holds: Hu ≤ Hp.
In this way, the future evolution of the network an be
predited Hp steps ahead, as
X(k + 1) = PXx(k) + PUU(k), (8)
with
XT (k + 1) =
[
xT (k + 1), . . . , xT (k +Hp)
]
1×HpN
,
UT (k) =
[
vT (k), . . . , vT (k +Hu − 1)
]
1×HuN
,
PTX =
[
PTǫ , . . . ,
(
P
Hp
ǫ
)T]
HpN×N
, and the expression of
PU given by (41) in Appendix 1.
Bearing in mind the goal of onsensus protool, i.e.
eliminating the disagreement of all the individuals of the
network, we rst alulate the state dierene of agents
i and j in the network, m (1 ≤ m ≤ Hp) steps ahead,
using the operator
∆xi,j(k+m) , xi(k+m)−xj(k+m) = ei,jx(k+m), (9)
where ei,j , ei−ej and ej , [0, · · · , 0, 1︸︷︷︸
jth
, 0, · · · , 0]1×N .
Based on (9), the network state dierene vetor m (1 ≤
m ≤ Hp) steps ahead an be dened by
∆x(k +m) ,
ˆ
∆xT1,2(k +m), . . . ,∆x
T
1,N(k +m),∆x
T
2,3(k +m),
. . . ,∆xT2,N (k +m), . . . ,∆x
T
N−1,N (k +m)
˜T
N(N−1)/2×1
.
Consequently, the future evolution of the network's
state dierene an be predited Hp steps ahead as fol-
lows:
∆x(k + 1) = ex(k + 1),
.
.
.
∆x(k +Hp) = ex(k +Hp)
(10)
with e , [eT1,2, . . . , e
T
1,N , e
T
2,3, . . . , e
T
2,N , . . . , e
T
N−1,N ]
T
N(N−1)/2×N ,
ei,j , ei − ej .
It then follows from (10) that
∆X(k + 1) ,
h
∆x(k + 1)T , . . . ,∆x(k +Hp)
T
iT
HpN(N−1)/2×1
= EX(k + 1) = E(PXx(k) + PUU(k))
= PXEx(k) + PUEU(k) (11)
with E , diag(e, . . . , e)HpN(N−1)/2×HpN , PXE , EPX
and PUE , EPU .
To solve the onsensus problem, we rst set the moving
horizon optimization index that denes the MPC onsen-
sus problem as follows:
J(k) = ‖∆X(k + 1)‖2Q + ‖U(k)‖2R , (12)
where Q and R are ompatible real, symmetri, positive
denite weighting matries, and ‖M‖2Q = MTQM . In
general, the weighting matries an be set as
Q = qIHpN(N−1)/2 (q > 0) and R = IHuN . (13)
In the optimization index (12), the rst term penalizes
the state dierene between eah pair of states over the
future Hp steps, while the seond term penalizes the ad-
ditional MPC ontrol energy v(k). In order to minimize
(12), we ompute ∂J(k)/∂U(k) = 0, and obtain the op-
timal MPC ation as:
v(k) = PMPCx(k), (14)
where
PMPC = − [IN ,0N , . . . ,0N ]N×HuN
·(PTUEQPUE +R)−1PTUEQPXE , (15)
IN ∈ RN×N and 0N ∈ RN×N are the identity and zero
matries of dimension N , respetively. The assoiated
losed-loop dynamis an then be written as
x(k + 1) = (Pǫ + PMPC)x(k). (16)
Interestingly, the proposed algorithm shows some on-
sisteny with the routine protool (3). More preisely,
the latter is solely based on the urrent state dierene
∆xi,j(k) of eah pair in the network while the former
roots not only in the urrent state dierene ∆xi,j(k)
but also in the future state dierene ∆xi,j(k+m), whih
onstitutes the main improvement of this method.
B. Analysis
For symmetri all-to-all link networks, it an be shown
that PMPC and Pǫ share the same eigenvetors. The fol-
lowing theorem states this eigenvetor onservation prop-
erty in more details.
5Theorem 1 (Eigenvetor onservation theorem)
Consider an N -node, all-to-all, symmetri network
whose dynamis are desribed by (7) and (14), and with
the assoiated weighting matries given by (13). If λi
and ηi denote the i
th
eigenvalue and the orresponding
eigenvetor of Pǫ, respetively, then PMPC (see (15))
satises the following relations:
1. PMPC · ηi = νi · ηi, where νi is the ith eigenvalue of
PMPC orresponding to ηi;
2. PTMPC = PMPC .
Proof : See Appendix 1. 
It follows from Theorem 1 that
λi (Pǫ + PMPC) = λi (Pǫ) + λi (PMPC) , i = 1, . . . , N,
(17)
where λi(A) denotes the i
th
eigenvalue of the matrix A.
For an arbitrary eigenvalue λi (1 ≤ i ≤ N) of Pǫ, the
assoiated eigenvalue of PMPC , νi, is given by
νi = −γ∗1(Hu, Hp, λi, q), (18)
whih an be alulated by (44) given in Appendix 1.
In partiular, the eigenvalue of PMPC orresponding to
the trivial eigenvetor 1 is ν1 = 0. This latter property
an be generalized to balaned networks as summarized
in the following orollary.
Corollary 1 Consider an all-to-all N -node network
whose dynamis are desribed by (7) and (14), and with
assoiated weighting matries given by (13). If the net-
work is balaned, then the matrix PMPC (see (15)) is
balaned in the sense that PMPC1 = P
T
MPC1 = 0 with
0 , 0 · 1.
Proof : For balaned networks Pǫ (see (5)), it is obvious
that
Pǫ1 = P
T
ǫ 1 = 1. (19)
Using (19), a similar proof as the one given to The-
orem 1 shows that PXE1HpN×1 = EPX1HpN×1 =
E[1, . . . ,1]THpN×1 = [0, . . . , 0]
T
HpN(N+1)/2×1
, whih leads
to PMPC1 = 0. In other words, the eigenvalue of PMPC
assoiated with the trivial eigenvetor 1 is 0. Moreover,
it is easy to see that
1
T [IN ,0N , . . . ,0N ]N×HuN =
h
1
T ,0T , . . . ,0T
i
(P TUEQPUE+R).
(20)
Sine PTUEQPUE +R is invertible, it follows from (20)
that
1
T [IN ,0N , . . . ,0N ]N×HuN (P
T
UEQPUE +R)
−1
=
[
1
T ,0T , . . . ,0T
]
.
(21)
Substituting (21) into (15) yields that 1
TPMPC = 0
T
.
Thus, PMPC is balaned in the sense that 1
TPMPC = 0
T
and PMPC1 = 0. 
A diret onsequene of Corollary 1 is that the state
matrix of the MPC protool Pǫ + PMPC is balaned in
the sense that (Pǫ + PMPC)
T
1 = (Pǫ + PMPC)1 = 1.
Note that balaned networks are more general than
symmetri networks, thus Corollary 1 is more general
than Theorem 1.
Based on Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, we give hereafter
neessary and suient onditions guaranteeing asymp-
toti onvergene to the average-onsensus for the pro-
posed MPC protool (see (7) and (14)).
Lemma 1 For any matrix W ∈ RN×N , the equation
lim
k→∞
W k = 11T /N (22)
holds if and only if either assumptions A1 and A2 hold
or assumptions A1 and A3 hold
A1:
1
TW = 1T and W1 = 1; (23)
A2:
ρ(W − 11T /N) < 1, (24)
where ρ(·) denotes the spetral radius of a matrix;
A3: the matrix W has a simple eigenvalue at 1 and all
its other eigenvalues in the open unit irle.
Proof : The property Equation (22) ⇔ Assumptions
A1 and A2 hold has been proven in [17℄. The proof of
the the property Equation (22) ⇔ A1 and A3 hold is
provided in Appendix 2. 
Based on Lemma 1 and Corollary 1, some neessary
and suient ondition of the proposed MPC protool
(see (7) and (14)) is provided as follows.
Theorem 2 For the losed-loop system (16) assoiated
with an N -node all-to-all, balaned network whose dy-
namis are desribed by (7) and (14), the system state
x(k) asymptotially onverges to the equilibrium point
x¯(0)1 with x¯(0) , 1/N
∑N
i=1 xi(0) if and only if either
of the following two assumptions holds
A4: ρ(Pǫ + PMPC − 11T /N) < 1;
A5: the matrix Pǫ+PMPC has a simple eigenvalue at 1
and all its other eigenvalues in the open unit irle.
Proof : The asymptoti state value x∗ of the losed-
loop system (16) is given by
x∗ = lim
k→∞
(Pǫ + PMPC)
kx(0). (25)
Let W = Pǫ + PMPC . Then, Corollary 1 implies that
(23) holds. It then follows from Lemma 1 that
x∗ = lim
k→∞
(Pǫ + PMPC)
kx(0) = 11T /N · x(0) = x¯(0)1
6if and only if either of the two Assumptions A4 or A5
holds. 
Bearing in mind the balaned feature of PMPC , it an
be proven, using the Gersˇgorin Dis Theorem [24℄, that
(i) for xed values of ǫ, the MPC protool an ompress
the orresponding luster of eigenvalues and drive it to
approah the origin; (ii) the MPC protool an signi-
antly expand the feasible range of ǫ. Details of these
statements are given in the following lemma and theo-
rem.
Lemma 2 (Gersˇgorin Theorem [24℄) Let
A = {aij}i,j=1,...,N ∈ RN×N , and let R
′
i(A) ,∑N
j=1,j 6=i |aij |, i = 1, 2, . . . , N . Then all the eigenvalues
of A are loated in the union of the N diss
∪ni=1
{
z ∈ C : |z − aii| ≤ R
′
i(A)
}
. (26)
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Illustration of Theorem 3
Theorem 3 Consider an all-to-all, strongly onneted,
balaned network whose dynamis are desribed by (7)
and (14). Denote eah entry of Pǫ+PMPC by βij , i, j =
1, . . . , N. Under the assumptions that βij ≥ 0 (i 6= j) and
βii ∈ (0, 1], the network state x(k) will asymptotially
onverge to x¯(0)1. In other words, average-onsensus
will be ahieved asymptotially.
Proof : It follows from Corollary 1 that (Pǫ +
PMPC)1 = 1. Moreover, sine βij ≥ 0 (i 6= j), one has
R
′
i(Pǫ+PMPC) =
∑N
j=1,j 6=i βij = 1−βii. From Lemma 2,
one obtains that all the eigenvalue of Pǫ + PMPC are lo-
ated in the union of the N diss
∪ni=1 {z ∈ C : |z − βii| ≤ 1− βii} , (27)
as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, if βii ∈ (0, 1], then all the
eigenvalues of the state matrix Pǫ+PMPC are in the open
unit irle, exept the simple eigenvalue 1. Moreover, if
the βii, i = 1, . . . , N are arranged in non-asending order,
i.e. 0 < βNN ≤ βN−1,N−1 ≤ . . . ≤ β11 ≤ 1, as shown in
Fig. 2, then the union of the N diss (27) equals
{z ∈ C : |z − βNN | ≤ 1− βNN} . (28)
Thus, taking Theorem 2 into onsideration, one an on-
lude that average-onsensus will be ahieved asymptot-
ially. 
Remark 1 The assumptions βij ≥ 0 (i 6= j) and βii ∈
(0, 1] an be easily satised in general. Indeed, it an
be numerially heked that in the 3-dimensional spae
spanned by the parameters Hu, Hp, and q, there is a
fairly large region in whih these two assumptions are
satised (suh as the region orresponding to the om-
mon parameter settings Hu ∈ [1, 10], Hp ∈ [Hu, 10], and
q ∈ [0.1, 10]). Moreover, the irle determined by (28)
shrinks with inreasing values of βNN (βNN ∈ (0, 1)),
and the onditions given in Theorem 3 thus beome more
and more restritive. Fortunately, for the ommon pa-
rameter settings Hu ∈ [1, 10], Hp ∈ [Hu, 10], and q ∈
[0.1, 10], it an be shown by simulations that βNN is gen-
erally very lose to zero when ǫ ≤ 20/dmax, thereby redu-
ing the onservativeness of the onditions of Theorem 3.
In this way, the feasible range of the sampling period ǫ
is signiantly broadened. Indeed, when the routine state
matrix Pǫ is not disrete-time Hurwitz (whih happens for
1/dmax ≤ ǫ [14℄), the MPC state matrix Pǫ + PMPC will
still be disrete-time Hurwitz if 1/dmax ≤ ǫ ≤ ǫ¯ where ǫ¯
is a ertain threshold, typially muh larger than 1/dmax.
As shown in Theorem 3, this is due to the fat that the
MPC onsensus protool is able to ompress the luster
of eigenvalues and drive it to approah the origin when ǫ
grows larger than the threshold value 1/dmax, as will be
illustrated later, in the ase study.
C. Case study
To vividly illustrate the advantages of the MPC on-
sensus protool, we present some simulation results om-
paring the onvergene speeds obtained using the routine
protool given in (3) and the proposed MPC protool
given in (7), (14) for the partiular ase of all-to-all, bal-
aned networks.
We rst onsider an all-to-all, symmetri network of 10
nodes. Sine the objetive is to reah average-onsensus,
the instantaneous disagreement index is typially set as
D(k) , ‖x(k)− 1 x¯(0)‖22 and the onsensus steps Tc an
be dened as the running steps required forD(k) to reah
a speied neighborhood of the origin and stay therein
afterwards, i.e.
Tc(Dc) = min
{
T ∈ R+ : D(k) ≤ Dc, ∀k ≥ T
}
, (29)
where Dc is a positive number dened as the onsensus
threshold, and ‖x‖2 = (xTx)1/2. It is lear that 1/Tc(Dc)
gives a reasonable measurement of the onsensus speed.
As shown in Fig. 3(a), the addition of the preditive
mehanism dened in (14), yields a drasti inrease in
onvergene speed towards onsensus. In partiular, for
ǫ ≪ 1/dmax (dmax = maxi (lii)), the onvergene speed
is inreased more than 20 times by using the proposed
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FIG. 3: (Color online) (a) Comparison of the routine (blak
urves) and MPC (blue urves) protools on the time evo-
lution of the instantaneous disagreement index D(k) orre-
sponding to an all-to-all, symmetri network with dierent
sampling periods ǫ. Here, lij = −1 (i 6= j) and lii = N − 1.
Case 1: ǫ = 1/9 = 1/dmax, ♦: MPC, ©: routine protool;
Case 2: ǫ = 0.03 < 1/dmax, ▽: MPC, △: routine pro-
tool; Case 3: ǫ = 2.00 ≫ 1/dmax, : MPC, ⋆: routine
protool. (b) Comparison of FDLA (blak urves) and
MPC (blue urves) protools on a symmetri network with
eah o-diagonal entry lij = lji (i 6= j) seleted randomly
in [−1, 0]. Here ♦: MPC; +: FDLA1; : FDLA2, ǫ = 0.20
and dmax ≃ 5. In both (a) and (b), the MPC parameters
are N = 10, Hu = 2, Hp = 4, q = 2, and the initial states
xi(0), i = 1, . . . , N are seleted randomly in [0, 15].
MPC protool. Furthermore, even when the routine on-
vergene onditions are violated, i.e. ǫ > 1/dmax, it is
observed that the MPC onsensus protool still allows
asymptoti onvergene with a high-speed.
To further illustrate the advantages of the MPC pro-
tool, omparison results of this latter protool with
the fastest distributed linear averaging (FDLA) proto-
ols proposed in [17℄ are presented in Fig. 3(b). More
preisely, there are mainly three kinds of FDLA: if the
dynamis of the onsidered network is determined by
x(k + 1) = Wx(k), then
• in FDLA1, namely the best onstant method, W =
IN − αL with α = 2/(λ2(L) + λN (L)). FDLA1 is
appliable only to symmetri networks;
• in FDLA2, namely the maximum-degree weight
method, W = IN − αL with α = 1/dmax. FDLA2
is appliable only to symmetri networks;
• in FDLA3, namely the spetral norm minimization
method, W is the solution of the following spetral
norm minimization problem:
minW ‖W − 11T /N‖
s.t. W ∈ E , 1TW = 1T , W1 = 1 . (30)
It has been proven that the optimization problem (30) in
FDLA3 is onvex, thus FDLA3 an yield a global opti-
mumW ∗ for the onsensus problem[17℄. Additionally, we
note that FDLA2 is typially slower than FDLA1. The
onvergene properties of both FDLA1 and FDLA2 are
desribed in [17℄.
It an be observed from Fig. 3(b) that the onsen-
sus speed of the proposed MPC protool is muh faster
than that of FDLA1 and FDLA2, whih is due to the
larger degree of freedom allowed by the state matrix
W = Pǫ + PMPC . As to FDLA3, one an get that
the optimum W ∗ = 1T1/N for all-to-all link networks.
As a onsequene, x(1) = Wx(0) = 1 x¯, namely, the
disagreement index D(k) will be zero in just one step,
making FDLA3 the fastest possible onsensus algorithm
for all-to-all link networks. We have proven in Theo-
rem 2 that the state matrix of the MPC protool satises
limk→∞(Pǫ + PMPC)
k = W ∗, provided that the matrix
Pǫ+PMPC has a simple eigenvalue at 1 and all its other
eigenvalues in the open unit irle. Furthermore, on-
sidering all-to-all link networks, the onstraints imposed
in (30) are all fullled for W = Pǫ + PMPC . Interest-
ingly, we observe in Fig. 3 that (Pǫ + PMPC)
k
quikly
approahes W ∗ = 1T1/N , whih niely illustrates the
results presented in Theorem 2.
To further ompare the onvergene performanes of
the MPC and the routine protools, we now general-
ize the above all-to-all, symmetri networks to an all-
to-all, asymmetri, balaned networks with o-diagonal
entries aij , i 6= j seleted randomly from [−1, 0]. The
orresponding time evolution of the instantaneous dis-
agreement index D(k) is fairly similar to the one pre-
sented in Fig. 3 for a symmetri all-to-all topology and
is thus omitted here. Nevertheless, we show their as-
soiated ultrafast-onvergene probabilities Pc(Dc) with
respet to ǫ in Fig. 4(a). Here, Pc(Dc) denotes the
ratio of ultrafast-onvergene runs over 500 runs for
eah ǫ. A onvergene run is onsidered ultrafast if
the onsensus threshold Dc = 0.01 (see (29)) an be
reahed within 100 steps. It an be observed that, with
the assistane of a preditive mehanism, the ultrafast-
onvergene probability is signiantly inreased for eah
xed value of ǫ. Furthermore, the maximum feasible
ultrafast-onvergene sampling period ǫ is also sharply
inreased (more than 40 times from our simulation re-
sults).
To further study the eets of the preditive meha-
nism and analyze its impat on the feasible onvergene
range of sampling periods ǫ, we examine in Fig. 4(b) the
evolution of the onsensus steps Tc(0.01) of these two
strategies with respet to inreasing values of ǫ. In this
omparison, for eah value of ǫ, Tc denotes the average of
the onsensus steps orresponding to the suessful on-
vergene runs over a total of 500 runs. It an be seen
that, ompared with the routine protool, the MPC pro-
tool allows for a signiant inrease in the onsensus
speed 1/Tc(0.01) (by a fator between 6 and 20 in our
simulation results).
Sine there are three ruial parameters determining
the performanes of the proposed MPC protool, namely
Hp, Hu and q (see (13)), statistial simulations have been
arried out to investigate their individual inuene on the
onvergene speed. The results of these simulations are
shown in Fig. 5. One an observe that (i) the onsensus
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FIG. 4: (Color online) (a): All-to-all link network's ultrafast-
onvergene probability (Pc(0.01)); (b): onsensus steps
(Tc(0.01)). Comparison is addressed between the MPC (red
urves) and routine (blue urves) protools with dierent sam-
pling periods ǫ and 500 independent runs for eah value of ǫ.
In these simulations, Hu = 2, Hp = 4, q = 2, the onsensus
threshold Dc = 0.01, eah entry lij(i 6= j) of L is seleted
randomly in [−1, 0], and xi(0) (i = 1, . . . , N) is seleted ran-
domly in [0, 15]. The orresponding values of dmax lie in the
range [4.5, 6.2]. The vertial dotted lines orrespond to the
minimum and maximum values of 1/dmax.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Evolution of the onsensus steps
(Tc(10
−7)) of the MPC onsensus protool with respet to
the ontrol horizon Hu, the predition horizon Hp and the
weighting parameter q. Here, the threshold Dc = 10
−7
, and
the sampling period ǫ = 0.05.
speed 1/Tc(10
−7) is enhaned with inreasing values of
the parameters Hp (see Fig. 5(a)) or q (see Fig. 5());
(ii) a global maximum of 1/Tc(10
−7) exists at a value
of Hu (see Fig. 5(b)). Furthermore, Tc(10
−7) remains
stable when Hu exeeds a speied threshold (see also
Fig. 5(b)).
Generally speaking, an inrease in the values ofHp, Hu
and q, an improve the overall onsensus performane.
However, when their orresponding values exeed some
thresholds, this improvement beomes negligible. Mean-
while the ontrol eorts and omputational burdens are
still drastially inreased (see Fig. 5(d)). Consequently,
taking into onsideration both omputational omplex-
ity and onsensus speed, one an nd optimal parameter
values aording to the statistial simulation results de-
pited in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Eigenvalue distributions with respet
to the sampling period ǫ. Blue © and red + denote the eigen-
value distributions of Pǫ and Pǫ + PMPC over 100 runs, re-
spetively. The blak irle represents the unit irle in the
omplex plane. Here, Hu = 2, Hp = 4, q = 2, and the entries
lij , j 6= i of L are hosen randomly from [−1, 0]. The or-
responding values of dmax lie in the interval [4.5, 6.2] in this
100-run simulation.
It is well known that the eigenvalue distribution of the
state matrix assoiated with the onsidered onsensus
protool, i.e. Pǫ + PMPC , is losely linked to its perfor-
manes. Therefore, to further study the proposed MPC
protool and better understand its ultrafast-onvergene
apability, we display the eigenvalue distributions of Pǫ
and Pǫ + PMPC in Fig. 6. These statistial simulations
have been realized by onsidering 100 dierent runs for
a balaned, asymmetri network with entries lij , i 6= j
of the Laplaian matrix L (appearing in the denition of
the matrix Pǫ, see (5)) randomly seleted from [−1, 0].
For eah run, we have onsidered 4 dierent sampling
period values for ǫ. Based on these simulation results, an
interesting phenomenon an be observed: the eigenvalue
luster of the matrix Pǫ+PMPC is always more ompat
around the origin than the ounterpart luster of Pǫ.
With these eigenvalue distributions, we an visualize
the advantages of the MPC protool more lively. Indeed,
sine the eigenvalue luster of Pǫ+PMPC is always muh
smaller and loser to the origin of the omplex plane than
9that of Pǫ, the MPC protool generally has better on-
sensus performane. When ǫ < 1/dmax (ǫ = 0.05, see
Fig. 6(a)), the two eigenvalue lusters both remain in-
side the asymptoti stability region, i.e. the unit irle
in the omplex plane. However, sine eah eigenvalue of
Pǫ + PMPC is muh loser to the origin, the onsensus
speed is sharply inreased in the ase of the MPC pro-
tool. Furthermore, when ǫ > 1/dmax (ǫ = 0.60, 2.00,
see Figs. 6() and (d)), some of the eigenvalues of Pǫ es-
ape the unit irle, making the disagreement funtion
diverge, whereas all the eigenvalues of Pǫ + PMPC re-
main inside the unit irle, guaranteeing its asymptoti
onvergene. Finally, still worth mentioning is that the
trivial eigenvalue of Pǫ + PMPC , whih orresponds to
the eigenvetor 1, always remains at 1 irrespetive of the
value of ǫ.
In summary, the advantages of the proposed MPC pro-
tool are twofold: (i) enhaning the onsensus speed as-
soiated with a xed value of the sampling period ǫ; (ii)
enlarging the range of feasible onvergene sampling peri-
ods. From the natural siene point of view, the proposed
MPC protool, and espeially its preditive mehanism,
an be used to explain why individuals of bio-groups do
not ommuniate with eah others very frequently but
only oasionally in a suitable manner during the whole
dynami proess. From the industrial appliation point
of view, due to the enlargement of the feasible range of
the sampling periods, the use of the proposed MPC pro-
tool allows for a signiant redution of the ommunia-
tion osts required to ahieve a desired onsensus speed.
IV. MODEL PREDICTIVE CONSENSUS
PROTOCOL FOR PARTIAL LINK NETWORKS
In this setion, we further ompare the routine and
the MPC onsensus protools in the more general ase of
partial link networks in whih a pair of nodes is not nees-
sarily onneted. If we allow the topology of the network
to be hanged, in other words, if we allow the addition
of some new edges in the graph, then the MPC proto-
ol (14) proposed for all-to-all link networks an be used,
and thus Theorems 13 and Corollary 1 remain valid.
However, if we assume that the initial sparsity struture
of the network is xed, i.e. no new edge an be added in
the graph, then we need to revise the MPC protool (14)
to obtain a new one suitable for this type of senario.
In the following setions, we rst introdue a revised
partial link, sparsity-preserving MPC onsensus proto-
ol. Afterwards, to support this latter protool, we derive
some neessary and suient ondition guaranteeing its
asymptoti onvergene towards average-onsensus. Fi-
nally, we provide simulation results for balaned partial
link networks that show the advantages of this MPC pro-
tool.
A. Algorithm
In partial link networks, eah node is allowed to om-
muniate solely with its neighbors. To ensure that the
ommuniation struture of the network G = (V , E , A)
is preserved, one an slightly revise the additional MPC
term v(k) appearing in (7) to v(k) = Θx(k), whih leads
to the following linear network dynamis
x(k + 1) = Pǫx(k) + Θx(k), (31)
where Θ = {θij}i,j=1,...,N ∈ RN×N satises the following
relations:
1. the matrix Θ has the same sparsity struture as
that of the network, i.e.
(i, j) /∈ E , i 6= j ⇒ θij = 0; (32)
2. the matrix Θ will not hange the symmetri prop-
erty of the network, i.e.
AT = A⇒ ΘT = Θ; (33)
3. Θ is balaned in the sense that
Θ1 = ΘT1 = 0 . (34)
Note that these onstraints are given to ensure feasibility
of onsensus by the proposed MPC protool, whih will
be proven later. Fortunately, with these onditions, the
degrees of freedom of Θ are redued and the omputa-
tional omplexity of the proposed MPC algorithm is thus
redued.
By iterating the dynami model given in (31), the evo-
lution of the state of the jth agent an be predited as
xj(k +m) = ej(Pǫ +Θ)
mx(k),
m = 1, · · · , Hp; j = 1, · · · , N, (35)
with ej , [0, · · · , 0, 1︸︷︷︸
jth
, 0, · · · , 0]1×N . Similar to the all-
to-all link ase, the m-steps-ahead state dierene of the
ith and jth agents an be alulated by (9). However,
in this partial link ase, the m-steps-ahead network state
dierene vetor, i.e. ∆x(k +m), is solely omposed of
the state dierenes of the neighboring pairs, i.e. ∆x(k+
m) = (ol (∆xi,j(k +m)|(i, j) ∈ E))T . Note that if both
(i, j) and (j, i) are in E , only xi,j(k + m), i > j will
appear in ∆x(k +m).
Aordingly, the future evolution of the state dierene
an be predited Hp steps ahead:
∆x(k + 1) = e˜x(k + 1),
.
.
.
∆x(k +Hp) = e˜x(k +Hp),
(36)
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with e˜ ,
(
ol
(
eTi,j|(i, j) ∈ E
))T
and ei,j , ei − ej . Note
that if both (i, j) and (j, i) are in E , only ei,j , i > j will
appear in e˜. Then, substituting (31) into (36) yields
∆X(k + 1) ,
[
∆xT (k + 1), . . . ,∆xT (k +Hp)
]T
= E˜X(k + 1) = E˜
[
(Pǫ +Θ)
T
, . . . ,
(
(Pǫ +Θ)
Hp
)T ]T
x(k),
(37)
with E˜ = diag(e˜, . . . , e˜︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hp
).
Analogous to what we have onsidered in the all-to-
all link network ase (12), the optimization index of the
network here is designed as follows:
J(Θ, k) = ‖∆X(k + 1)‖2Q + ‖Θx(k)‖2R, (38)
where Q and R are positive denite symmetri weighting
matries. Thus, it follows from (37) and (38) that
J(Θ, k) = xT (k)Jin(Θ)x(k) (39)
with Jin(Θ) = Γ
T E˜TQE˜Γ + ΘTRΘ and Γ =[
(Pǫ +Θ)
T
, . . . ,
(
(Pǫ +Θ)
Hp
)T ]T
.
Consequently, ontrol law Θ an be derived as follows
∂Jin(Θ)/∂θij|(i,j)∈E = 0. (40)
whih leads to a set of polynomial equations. To solve
this, Groebner basis methods an typially be used if the
dimension of the problem to solve is not too high. Indeed,
suh methods allow to nd all the solutions to a set of
polynomial equations in several indeterminates, if the so-
lution set onsists of a nite set of isolated points [26℄.
Note that in the partial link ase (31)(40), the ontrol
horizon Hu is always one. Certainly, one an extend Hu
by setting dierent values of Θ for dierent future steps;
however, the omputational burden will thereby inrease
remarkably. For this reason, multiple-step ontrol hori-
zons are not preferred for partial link networks.
B. Analysis
In this setion, based on Lemma 1, we provide a ne-
essary and suient ondition ensuring asymptoti on-
vergene of the partial link MPC onsensus protool (see
(31)(34) and (40)) towards average-onsensus.
Theorem 4 Consider a dynamial network Gx whose
dynamis are determined by the MPC protool given in
(31) and (40) and whih satises the onditions (32) and
(34). Then limk→∞ x(k) = 1x¯(0) (or average-onsensus
is reahed asymptotially) if and only if either of the fol-
lowing two assumptions holds
A6: ρ(Pǫ +Θ− 11T /N) < 1;
A7: the matrix Pǫ+Θ has a simple eigenvalue at 1 and
all its other eigenvalues in the open unit irle.
Proof : It follows from (19) and (34) that (Pǫ +Θ)1 =
(Pǫ+Θ)
T
1 = 1. Moreover, it an be seen from (32) that
the sparsity struture of the matrix Pǫ + Θ orresponds
to the one initially imposed by E . Thus, taking into on-
sideration of Lemma 1, the following equation holds:
lim
k→∞
x(k) = lim
k→∞
(Pǫ +Θ)
kx(0) = 11T /Nx(0) = 1x¯(0)
if and only if either Assumption A6 or A7 is satised.

Remark 2 It will be illustrated later by simulations that
Assumption A6 or A7 holds when ǫ grows to be muh
larger than 1/dmax. For partial link networks, one an
generally ompute a numerial solution (see (40)) rather
than derive the orresponding analytial solution, thus the
analysis annot be formulated as thoroughly as for the all-
to-all link ase. However, the rationale of the preditive
mehanism (31)(40) is quite lear, i.e. the role of the
routine part of the protool (Pǫx(k)) is to drive the state
x(k) to the average-onsensus point 1x¯(0), while the role
of the MPC part (Θx(k)) is to aelerate the onsensus
proess by minimizing the future state dierene between
eah neighboring pair in the network.
C. Case study
In this setion, we present some simulation results to
ompare the onvergene speeds obtained using the rou-
tine onsensus protool given in (3), the FDLA protool
given in (30), and the proposed MPC protool given in
(31)(34) and (40) for the ase of partial link networks.
Moreover, through these simulation results, one an also
appreiate the dierene in performanes of the proposed
MPC protool for both all-to-all link and partial link net-
works.
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FIG. 7: (Color online) (a): balaned network topology; (b):
time evolution of D(k) = ‖x(k) − 1 x¯(0)‖22 when onsidering
the MPC (blue urves), routine (blak urves) and FDLA3
(red + urve) protools with dierent sampling periods ǫ.
Case 1:ǫ = 1/3 = 1/dmax, ♦: MPC, ©: routine proto-
ol; Case 2: ǫ = 0.01 < 1/dmax, △: routine protool, ▽:
MPC; Case 3: ǫ = 1.00 > 1/dmax, : MPC, ⋆: routine
protool. In these simulations, N = 10, Hu = 1, Hp = 4,
q = 2, and xi(0) (i = 1, . . . , N) is seleted randomly in [0, 15].
dmax = maxi (lii) = 3.
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FIG. 8: (Color online) (a): symmetri network topology; (b):
time evolution of D(k) = ‖x(k) − x¯(0)1‖22 when onsidering
the MPC (blue urves), routine (blak urve) and FDLA3 (red
urves) protools. Here ♦: MPC; △: routine; +: FDLA1; :
FDLA2; ⋆: FDLA3. The MPC parameters are N = 10,
Hu = 1, Hp = 4, q = 2, xi(0) (i = 1, . . . , N) is seleted
randomly in [0, 15], dmax = maxi (lii) = 4 and ǫ = 0.1 <
1/dmax.
In these simulations, we have onsidered a 10-node
asymmetri partial link network whose topology is given
in Fig. 7(a) (see [8℄). For this partial link network
G = (V , E , A), the initial weights are xed as follows:
if (i, j) ∈ E , i 6= j, then aij = 1; otherwise, aij = 0.
As shown in Fig. 7(b), three dierent kinds of onsensus
strategies, i.e. the MPC (see (31)(34) and (40)), routine
(see (3)) and FDLA3 (see (30)) protools, are ompared.
It an be observed that FDLA3 still holds the highest
possible onvergene speed while the addition of a pre-
ditive mehanism omputed aording to (31)(34) and
(40) yields a drasti inrease in the onvergene speed
towards onsensus ompared with the routine protool.
Similar phenomena as those observed in the all-to-all link
ases (see Fig. 3) an also be observed: for ǫ ≪ 1/dmax,
the onvergene speed is inreased sharply with this MPC
protool; for ǫ > 1/dmax, the routine onsensus proto-
ol diverges while for ǫ values belonging to the interval
(1/dmax, ǫ¯) with ǫ¯≫ 1/dmax, the MPC protool still on-
verges with high-speed. Therefore, the feasible onver-
gene range of ǫ is remarkably expanded by the proposed
MPC protool. More interestingly, for ǫ → 1/dmax, the
onsensus speed of MPC approahes the fastest possible
speed yielded by FDLA3 and is thus nearly maximized
with the addition of a preditive mehanism.
To illustrate the advantages of the MPC protool more
vividly, we present in Fig. 8(b) a omparison of the MPC,
routine, FDLA1, FDLA2 and FDLA3 protools (see (30))
when implemented on the symmetri network struture
desribed in Fig. 8(a). In this ase, the simulations were
arried out with the xed sampling period ǫ = 0.1. For
this partial link networkG = (V , E , A), the initial weights
are xed as follows: if (i, j) ∈ E , i 6= j, then aij = 1;
otherwise, aij = 0. It an be observed from Fig. 8(b)
that the onsensus speeds of MPC and FDLA3 are muh
higher than those of FDLA1 and FDLA2, whih is due to
the larger degree of freedom of the orresponding state
matrixW . Compared with MPC, FDLA3's speed is even
higher, sine FDLA3 yields the global optimumW ∗ in the
fastest possible way [17℄. Moreover, it has been proven in
Theorem 4 that onsensus will be asymptotially reahed
provided that Assumption A6 or A7 holds. Also, it an
be shown by simulations that Assumption A6 or A7 gen-
erally holds even when ǫ grows muh larger than 1/dmax,
and that (Pǫ + Θ)
k
typially approahes 11
T /N in just
a few steps.
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FIG. 9: (Color online) (a): partial link network's ultrafast-
onverge probability (Pc(0.01)) and (b): onsensus steps
(Tc(0.01)). Comparison is addressed between the MPC (red
urves) and routine protools (blue urves) with dierent sam-
pling periods ǫ and 500 independent runs for eah ǫ. For these
simulations, Hu = 1, Hp = 4, q = 2, the onsensus thresh-
old Dc = 0.01, initial states xi(0), i = 1, . . . , N are seleted
randomly in [0,15℄, and all non-zero entries lij(i 6= j) of L
are seleted randomly from [−1, 0]. The orresponding values
of dmax lie in the range [0.9, 2.7]. The vertial dotted lines
orrespond to the minimum and maximum values of 1/dmax.
To ompare the onvergene performanes of the MPC
and routine onsensus protools for the asymmetri
topology desribed in Fig. 7, we show their ultrafast-
onvergene probabilities Pc(0.01) with respet to ǫ in
Fig. 9(a). As previously, a onvergene run is onsidered
ultrafast if Dc = 0.01 an be reahed within 100 steps. It
an be observed that, with the assistane of the predi-
tive mehanism, the ultrafast-onvergene probability is
signiantly enhaned for all xed values of ǫ. Further-
more, the range of feasible onvergene sampling periods
is also sharply expanded (by a fator 10 in our simulation
results).
To further study the newly introdued preditive meh-
anism (31)(40) and to analyze its impat on the feasible
onvergene range of sampling period ǫ, we examine in
Fig. 9(b) the evolution of the average value of the on-
sensus steps Tc(0.01) (see (29)) of these two strategies
for the ultrafast-onsensus runs. It an be seen that,
ompared with the routine onsensus protool, the use
of MPC leads to a signiant inrease of the onsensus
speed 1/Tc(0.01) (by a fator between 5 and 12 in our
simulation results).
Compared with the all-to-all link network ase, the
performane improvements of partial link networks are
generally redued. This should be attributed to the fat
that eah node of an all-to-all link network an use the
information of all the other ones for predition, whereas
the information ow in a partial link network is on-
12
strained by its topology. Moreover, another interesting
phenomenon deserving notie is that, for the routine on-
sensus protool, the Pc(0.01) urve starts with a very low
value for small ǫ, asends to the peak (whih orrespond
to about 80%) in the left half of the dmax zone and nally
returns to zero very quikly within the right half of the
dmax zone. This phenomenon should also be attributed
to the information ow onstraints imposed by the par-
tial link topology and the fat that the routine protool
onvergene speed is maximized when ǫ = 1/dmax (see
FDLA2 in [17℄).
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FIG. 10: (Color online) partial link network's eigenvalue dis-
tribution with respet to the sampling period ǫ. Blue ©
and red + denote the eigenvalue distributions of Pǫ and
(Pǫ+PMPC) over 100 runs, respetively. The blak irle rep-
resents the unit irle in the omplex plane. Here, Hu = 1,
Hp = 4, q = 2. Aording to the network topology (see
Fig. 7(a)), eah non-zero entry lij (i 6= j) of L is seleted ran-
domly in [−1, 0], and it is alulated that dmax ∈ [0.9, 2.7] in
this 100-run simulation.
To investigate MPC's ultrafast-onsensus apabilities
even more arefully, we ompare the distribution of eigen-
values for the two matries Pǫ and Pǫ+PMPC in Fig. 10.
Similar to the all-to-all link network ase, these statis-
tial simulations have been realized by onsidering 100
dierent runs for an asymmetri balaned network with
the topology shown in Fig. 7(a). In these simulations,
eah non-zero entry lij , i 6= j of L is seleted randomly
in [−1, 0] at eah run. For eah run, we have onsidered
4 dierent sampling period values for ǫ. Based on these
simulation results, similar phenomena to those reported
in the all-to-all link network ase (see Fig. 6) an be ob-
served. Compared with the eigenvalue-luster of Pǫ, the
one of Pǫ + PMPC is always muh smaller and loser to
the origin, whih explains the overall higher onsensus
speed of the MPC protool. Moreover, if ǫ approahes
1/dmax (ǫ = 0.56, Fig. 10(b)), the eigenvalue-luster of
PMPC approahes that of Pǫ, and the overlapping area
of these two lusters inreases. When ǫ is inreased be-
yond 1/dmax (see Fig. 10() and (d)), some of the eigen-
values of Pǫ start esaping the unit irle, making the
disagreement funtion diverge, whereas the whole eigen-
value luster of Pǫ + PMPC remains inside the unit ir-
le, whih ensures its onvergene. Moreover, still worth
mentioning is that the eigenvalue of Pǫ + PMPC , whih
orresponds to the eigenvetor 1, always remains at 1 ir-
respetive of the value of ǫ. This is due to the balaned
onstraints (34) imposed on the MPC matrix Θ.
Finally, as shown in Fig. 10, there are also obvious dif-
ferenes between the all-to-all link and partial link net-
work ases, i.e. the eigenvalue luster of the former is
muh smaller and loser to the origin than that of the lat-
ter. This dierene is also attributed to the redued infor-
mation ow imposed by the partial link network topology
(see Fig. 7(a)). Consequently, the improvements result-
ing from the use of the MPC predition mehanism are
redued in the partial link network senario.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, in order to reveal the role of predi-
tive mehanisms in many natural bio-groups, we have
added a ertain kind of preditive mehanism to the rou-
tine onsensus protool to design a novel MPC protool.
Furthermore, we have presented mathematial analysis
as well as statistial simulation results to show the im-
provement of onsensus performanes through the use of
suh a protool.
In partiular, we have ompared the routine, FDLA
andMPC onsensus protools in the general ases of sym-
metri and asymmetri, balaned all-to-all link networks,
and asymmetri balaned partial link networks. The
omparisons have led to the following two onlusions: (i)
the onvergene speed towards onsensus an be signi-
antly inreased to approah the global optimum via the
preditive mehanism, namely, even short-term inspe-
tion of the future an produe a signiant inrease in
onvergene speed; (ii) the sampling period range guar-
anteeing onvergene is inreased sharply by this predi-
tive mehanism, giving the MPC protool the potential
to eetively save ommuniation energy. These advan-
tages have been explained through mathematial analysis
of the eigenvalue distributions.
To investigate the preditive mehanism more analyt-
ially, we have provided some neessary and suient
onditions guaranteeing asymptoti onvergene towards
average-onsensus for all-to-all link and partial link net-
works, respetively. In partiular, we have onsidered
the speial ase of balaned all-to-all link networks and
showed that the proposed MPC protool an eetively
ompress the eigenvalue luster of the system state ma-
trix and drive it bak towards the origin of the om-
plex plane when the sampling period is inreased beyond
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the routine onvergene threshold. In the speial ase
of symmetri all-to-all link networks, we proved that the
orresponding state matrix Pǫ + PMPC shares the same
eigenvetors as the matrix Pǫ.
Furthermore, to verify the generality of these onlu-
sions, we have also applied the proposed MPC protool to
two popular omplex network models, the Visek model
[5℄ and the Attrative/Repulsive model [27℄. The orre-
sponding results presented in [28℄ show that preditive
protool outperforms the routine protool when taking
into onsideration both the onsensus speed and the om-
muniation ost.
For natural siene, the ontribution of this work
lies in its ability to explain why networks of biologial
oks/swarms/shools suh as rey and deep-sea sh
groups do not ommuniate very frequently all along but
only oasionally during the whole dynamial proess.
From the industrial appliation point of view, the value
of this work is two-fold: the onsensus speed an be sig-
niantly enhaned, and the ommuniation energy or
ost an be redued remarkably. All these merits are at
the ost of giving the agents the apabilities of making
preditions, whih an be eiently ahieved based on
urrently available information. This work is just a rst
attempt aiming at ahieving ultrafast-onsensus by in-
jeting a predition mehanism into lassial onsensus
algorithms suh as the routine onsensus protool, and
we hope it will open up new avenues in biologial and
industrial appliations.
Finally, we stress that the presented results rely on
a entralized ontrol approah. In ongoing works, we
are developping a deentralized version of these MPC
onsensus algorithms.
1. Proof of Theorem 1
First, it is easy to see that the matrix PU
HpN×HuN
in
(8) has the following struture
PU =


IN
Pǫ IN
.
.
.
.
.
.
PHu−1ǫ P
Hu−2
ǫ . . . IN
PHuǫ . . . P
2
ǫ Pǫ + IN
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
P
Hp−1
ǫ . . . P
Hp−Hu+1
ǫ
P
Hp−Hu
ǫ
+P
Hp−Hu−1
ǫ
+ . . .+ IN


.
(41)
Furthermore, we have
PXEηi =
[
λiη
T
i , . . . , λ
Hp
i η
T
i
]T
.
The weighting matries Q,R are seleted as in (13).
Straightforward alulations then show that
PTUEQPXEηi =[
g1
Hp,Hu
q (λi) η
T
i , . . . , gHu
Hp,Hu
q (λi) η
T
i
]T
HuN×1
,
(42)
where g1
Hp,Hu
q (λi) , . . . , gHu
Hp,Hu
q (λi) denote polyno-
mial funtions of λi with orders determined by Hp, Hu
and oeients determined by q.
On the other hand, for Hu arbitrary salars γi ∈
R (i = 1, . . . , Hu), one has PUE
[
γ1η
T
i , . . . , γHuη
T
i
]T
=[
h1
Hp,Hu
γ1,...,γHu ,q
(λi) η
T
i , . . . , hHu
Hp,Hu
γ1,...,γHu ,q
(λi) η
T
i
]T
HuN×1
,
where h1
Hp,Hu
γ1,...,γHu ,q
(λi) , . . . , hHu
Hp,Hu
γ1,...,γHu ,q
(λi) are the
orresponding polynomial funtions with orders de-
termined by Hp, Hu and oeients determined by
γ1, . . . , γHu and q.
Sine Pǫ is symmetri and Q = qI, R = I, it follows
that
(PTUEQPUE +R)
[
γ1η
T
i , . . . , γHuη
T
i
]T
=[
f1
Hp,Hu
γ1,...,γHu ,q
(λi) η
T
i , . . . , fHu
Hp,Hu
γ1,...,γHu ,q
(λi) η
T
i
]T
HuN×1
,
(43)
where f1
Hp,Hu
γ1,...,γHu ,q
(λi) , . . . , fHu
Hp,Hu
γ1,...,γHu ,q
(λi) are the
orresponding polynomial funtions of λi with orders de-
termined by Hp, Hu and oeients by γ1, . . . , γHu and
q.
For xed values of Hu, Hp, q and λi, it an be ver-
ied that gi
Hp,Hu
q (λi) , i = 1, . . . , Hu orresponds to a
onstant salar denoted by gi, and fi
Hp,Hu
γ1,...,γHu ,q
(λi) , i =
1, . . . , Hu, orresponds to a linear funtion of γ1, . . . , γHu
denoted by fi (γ1, . . . , γHu). As a result, the following set
of Hu linear equations
fi(γ1, . . . , γHu) = gi, i = 1, . . . , Hu, (44)
always possesses a unique solution γ1 = γ
∗
1 , . . . , γHu =
γ∗Hu . With this partiular solution, the right-hand sides
of (42) and (43) are equal, i.e.
PTUEQPXEηi = (P
T
UEQPUE +R)
[
γ∗1η
T
i , . . . , γ
∗
Huη
T
i
]T
.
Using this last equality, the denition of PMPC given in
(15) yields
PMPCηi = − [IN ,0N , . . . ,0N ]N×HuN
(
PTUEQPUE +R
)−1
·PTUEQPXEηi = − [IN ,0N , . . . ,0N ]
[
γ∗1η
T
i , . . . , γ
∗
Hu
ηTi
]T
= −γ∗1ηi.
Therefore, Pǫ and PMPC share the same eigenvetor
ηi, i = 1, . . . , N and the orresponding eigenvalue νi of
PMPC equals −γ∗1 where γ∗1 is dierent for eah xed
value of λi. This ompletes the proof of the property 1)
in Theorem 1.
On the other hand, reall the denition E ,
diag(e, . . . , e)HpN(N−1)/2×HpN and take into onsid-
eration that Q = qI. We have ETQE =
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diag(Ξ, . . . ,Ξ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hp
) with Ξ ∈ RN×N being a symmetri ma-
trix. Then, ETQEPX =
[
(ΞPǫ)
T
, . . . ,
(
ΞP
Hp
ǫ
)T]T
=[
PǫΞ, . . . , P
Hp
ǫ Ξ
]T
whih leads to PTU E
TQEPX =
[h1 (Pǫ,Ξ) , . . . , hHu (Pǫ,Ξ)]
T
HuN×N
, where hi (Pǫ,Ξ) (i =
1, . . . , Hu) are polynomial funtions of Pǫ and Ξ. Due
to the symmetry of Pǫ and Ξ, hi(Pǫ,Ξ) (i = 1, . . . , Hu)
are also symmetri. Analogously, PTUEQPUE + R =
{ψi,j(Pǫ)} , i, j = 1, . . . , Hu, where ψi,j(Pǫ) are poly-
nomial funtions of Pǫ. Due to the symmetry of Pǫ,
ψi,j(Pǫ), i, j = 1, . . . , Hu are also symmetri, thus
(PTUEQPUE +R)
−1
ontains Hu ×Hu symmetri matri-
es ϕi,j(Pǫ) and − [IN ,0N , . . . ,0N ]N×HuN (PTUEQPUE +
R)−1 = − [ϕ1,1(Pǫ), . . . , ϕ1,Hu(Pǫ)]. Aordingly, it is
easy to see from (15) that PMPC = −
∑Hu
i=1 ϕ1,i(Pǫ) ·
hi(Pǫ,Ξ). Sine ϕ1,i(Pǫ) and hi(Pǫ,Ξ) are both symmet-
ri, one has that PMPC is also symmetri. This ompletes
the proof of the property 2) in Theorem 1.
2. Proof of the seond part of Lemma 1
Neessity : (22) ⇒ A1 and A3 (see [17℄).
Notie that limk→∞W
k
exists if and only if there is a
non-singular matrix T suh that
lim
k→∞
W = lim
k→∞
T
[
Im 0
0 Z
]
T−1,
where Z is a onvergent matrix, i.e. ρ(Z) < 1. One then
has that
limk→∞W
k = limk→∞ T
[
Im 0
0 Z
k
]
T−1
= T
[
Im 0
0 0
]
T−1 =
∑m
i=1 γiζi,
(45)
where γi and ζ
T
i (i = 1, . . . , N) are olumns of T and
rows of T−1, respetively. Sine eah γiζ
T
i is a rank-one
matrix and
∑N
i=1 γiζi = TT
−1 = IN has rank N , the
matrix
∑m
i=1 γiζi must have rank m. Comparing (22)
and (45) gives m = 1 and γ1ζ
T
1 = 11
T /N , whih implies
that both γ1 and ζ1 are multiples of 1 . In other words,
1 is a simple eigenvalue of W and 1 is its assoiated left
and also right eigenvetors, i.e. Assumptions A1 and A3
hold.
Suieny : A1 and A3 ⇒ (22).
If A1 and A3 hold, then there is a nonsingular matrix
T suh that
W = T
[
1 0
0 Z
]
T−1,
where Z is a onvergent matrix, i.e. ρ(Z) < 1 (this an
be derived using the Jordan anonial form [29℄). Let
γ1, . . . , γN be the olumns of T and ζ
T
1 , . . . , ζ
T
N be the
rows of T−1. Then, we have
limk→∞W
k = limk→∞ T
[
1 0
0 Z
k
]
T−1
= T
[
1 0
0 0
]
T−1 = γ1ζ1.
It an be seen from Assumption A1 and the Jordan
anonial form [29℄ that γ1 and ζ1 an be seleted as
normalized olumn eigenvetor 1 · 1/
√
N and row eigen-
vetor 1
T · 1/
√
N , respetively (note that γ1 and ζ1 are
not unique, but their produt is unique), whih implies
(22) immediately.
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